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ECONOMIC NEWS

United States: Historic Drop in Real GDP
HIGHLIGHTS
ff Real GDP plunged 9.5% between the first and second
quarter, equivalent to a quarterly annualized drop of 32.9%.
ff This is the biggest quarterly decline in U.S. real GDP since the
data started being collected in 1950.
ff With the exception of government expenditures (+2.7%
annualized), all the other main components of real GDP pulled
back significantly during the quarter.
ff Domestic demand slid 28.2% (annualized) in the second
quarter.
ff Exports tumbled 64.1% (annualized) during the quarter while
imports fell 53.4%. Accordingly, the trade balance improved
somewhat.
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A fairly widespread drop in real GDP components
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ff The annual revision of previous results did little to change the
picture of the U.S. economy.

However, the gradual easing of lockdown measures begun in
May has suffered a major setback in recent weeks, as the number
of new COVID‑19 cases and deaths has picked up again.

COMMENTS

IMPLICATIONS

As expected, the negative effects of COVID‑19 not only officially
plunged the U.S. economy into recession with a second straight
quarterly decline in real GDP, but also resulted in a historic
drop in production. The lockdown and public health measures
implemented across the country in March and April prompted an
exceptional decrease in consumer spending and residential and
non-residential investment. Job losses multiplied, and the jobless
rate shot up in the spring.

With rising fears about a second wave of COVID‑19, the
U.S. economy is not out of the woods yet. Depending on
the public authorities’ response, the expected rebound in
real GDP over the coming quarters could be slowed down and
the possibility of a new downturn in production cannot be
completely ruled out.

Fortunately, government support measures made a big
difference. While the deterioration of the job market led to a
drop of 24.6% (annualized) in employee earnings in the second
quarter, government transfers to individuals jumped 856.2%.
This allowed disposable income to grow 42.1% (annualized)
in the second quarter. Along with the big drop in consumer
spending, this led to an increase in the saving rate from 9.5% to
25.7%. In theory, this creates conditions that should facilitate the
economic recovery.
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